
Description First aid how-to

when the moment calls: the importance of first
aid and being able to do it

Wherever you are, accidents can easily occur that
result in injuries or, worse, death. Being able to
provide first aid care means you can save other
people’s lives – or, at the very least – keep them alive
until proper care is administered by a professional.

If accidents happen in the workplace, you can’t just
stand there doing nothing. A simple injury could turn
into something much worse if no proper First Aid is
administered. With at least a basic knowledge of
First Aid and how to use First Aid Kits, you can
save lives.

First Aid is care you can offer a person before they
receive expert medical help. It’s vital, especially if
there are injuries caused by accidents or
emergencies that needs immediate and effective
response.

 

list of common injuries and emergencies

The following are a few frequent first aid emergencies
that you may encounter in or outside the home, office
or outdoors. A brief explanation is provided to further
explain how to perform first aid when it’s needed.

Disclaimer: This page provides general information
about common emergency condition and first aid



procedures only. Each condition may be different
from another and may require specific treatment. The
content of this page is not designed to be used in the
place of expert advice. Always seek professional
assistance when administering first aid. This is not a
substitute for First Aid training courses accredited
by a training provider.

For Managed Training services, visit
www.alscotraining.com.au.

 

allergic reaction or anaphylaxis

An allergic reaction is a serious condition and can be
potentially life threatening. The most common allergic
reactions occur due to insect bites/stings, medication
to which the patient is sensitive, or ingestion of food
that contains an allergen.

some common allergens

Watch out! There may be some common substances
both found in and out of your office that can cause
sudden allergic reactions. Examples are pollen,
poison ivy, peanut, shrimp, latex, bees stings,
penicillin, ant bites, dust or mold.

Always remember that some allergies can be
particular and that you may even begin to develop
reactions overtime even if you’ve never had any
allergies before. Also, certain medical conditions can
have allergic reactions as a result (see Asthma
Attack) so always treat severe reactions seriously and



seek medical help as soon as possible and as
needed.

signs and symptoms of an allergic reaction

Swelling, redness or itching of the skin-
Raised patches or blotches on skin (welts or
hives)

-

Swelling of the throat or face-
Coughing, wheezing and difficulty breathing-
Rapid, irregular pulse-
Profuse sweating-
Tightness in chest-
Headache-
Nausea and or vomiting or diarrhoea-
Dizziness or unconsciousness-

steps to follow

1. Monitor the patients lifeline

Follow DRABC and be prepared to give CPR if
necessary.

2. Assist with administering ready carried
treatment (for known allergic reactions)

Some patients with known allergies will have an
emergency dose of medication (like epinephrine,
sometimes called an “EpiPen”) with them. Assist the
patient to self-administer it, or if they indicate to you
they are carrying it and are unable to self- administer,
administer it for them.

3. Call for medical assistance



Inform the emergency response team you are dealing
with an allergic reaction and if possible indicate what
the allergy is.

4. Immobilise patient

Keep the casualty in a lying down (recovery position)
or seated position if they are fully conscious.

5. Monitor breathing and circulation

Talk to the patient to calm and reassure them. Record
their pulse and breathing rate and continually monitor
them for signs of deterioration.

Tip:Make notes to provide to medical help when it
arrives. Try to establish what the patient is most likely
reacting to. If they have any known allergies, make a
note of them in case the patient loses consciousness.

Final tip if you have allergies: Always ask and
inform. Common occurrences of allergic reactions
happen because people around you do not know
about your affliction, say, a waiter might end up
serving you shrimp or peanuts by mistake. This won’t
be entirely their fault. Make it a habit to inform others
that this or that can cause such severe reactions in
you, and ask for the ingredients too. It wouldn’t really
hurt to be cautious.

 

amputated fingertip

An amputation is the removal of a limb/body part – be
it accidental or otherwise. It can also be the result of a



serious animal bite. An amputated finger can result
from a variety of incidents – e.g. a kitchen knife, or
industrial machinery.

signs of danger

Anything can be a cause for amputation, from doors
to knives to broken glass and even boulders, so be
sure to practice being careful. Also, if there are kids at
home, hide these potential hazards. They say “keep
out of reach of children” as a warning for very good
and practical reasons.

symptoms

Any member that’s either completely cut or partly
severed.

-

Bleeding, depending on location or nature of
injury.

-

Pain, though the degree felt might not always be
equally proportioned to the bleeding or injury.

-

Crushed body tissue, either in the form of
mangled muscles, skin, etc.

-

steps to follow

(These are common steps to take. For more on what
to do, see also Steps to follow under Bleeding)

1. Calm the person.

Getting that finger amputated can be painful and
extremely frightening. So make certain to assure the
victim that it will be all right. And that help is on its
way.



2. Stop the bleeding.

Bleeding is likely to occur next after an amputated
finger so it is important to control that bleeding. Apply
pressure to at least lessen the outflow. You can also
use a pressure bandage but not too much as
sometimes using direct pressure on the wound
especially if it’s too tightly can do more harm than
good.

3. Save the body part.

Remove the dirt that may contaminate the wound.
Wash also the dismembered part and do so gently.

4. If it’s totally cut off, wrap the severed body part.

It’s also important that not only the patient but also
the body part be taken immediately to the hospital
emergency. Wrap the amputated part in clean, damp
cloth and seal in a plastic bag before placing in ice
water.

5. Support the affected area and prevent shock.

It is best to keep the amputated area or what’s left of
it at a higher level than the heart so as to slow if not
entirely stop the bleeding.

tips: remember these do’s and do not’s

For severed body parts do not put directly in water
without placing first in a plastic bag. Don’t place it
directly on ice as well or on dry ice. These will
certainly damage the part.

If cold water is unavailable, just keep the part as



clean and away from heat as possible. It’s best if you
can save it for the medical professionals. Remember
cooling the part keeps it usable for some 18 hours;
without, for about 4 to 6.

Keep the patient warm and comfortable. If putting him
or her in a particular position causes more pain or
discomfort, assist to relieve immediately. But keep in
mind the injury of course. Stay with the person until
help arrives or take him or her to the nearest
emergency facility if possible.

If the bleeding is under control, check for other
injuries. Sometimes, an amputated finger might also
be signs of other injuries that need first aid. If
possible, confirm and ask the victim.

 

animal bite

An animal bite is an injury or wound caused by an
animal attack. It results in the skin breaking which, in
turn, may cause bleeding and a resultant
infection.The most common animal bites include
those of dogs, cats, snakes or spiders.

It doesn’t only mean from animals found in the wild,
even “Man’s Best Friend” or Tom and Jerry can be a
cause for danger. There are also the prospects of
insects, lots of them, which can also be potentially
harmful to us human beings.

As a general rule to follow: You may wash the wound
created by the bite with soap and running water, but if



it’s something unknown, let it be so that even if you
don’t get a view of the animal, it can be identified
through the venom or saliva left (as in the case of
some snakes and wild animals). Don’t let it come into
contact with any other sensitive parts or don’t attempt
to suck it out as this is fairly useless and is
dangerous. Control the bleeding if there’s any with
pressure and use a clean bandage to cover. Report
the bite to a doctor or head for the nearest hospital
emergency department for further treatment
immediately. Also, try to look for the animal’s owner if
it’s a pet, just to be sure that all vaccines for it are
updated. If not, provide a description for identification.

symptoms

Animal bites may be visible in the form of cuts or
skin breaks.

-

Scratches, claw marks or fang scrapes.-
Bruises around puncture-type wounds may also
be seen.

-

Pain around an area may also be experienced.-
In some cases, there may be fever, headache or
even vomiting, and can indicate something else.
The bites might have also been received on a
different time period, for example, a day or two
before the symptoms appeared and may require
immediate attention.

-

first aid for a snake bite

To provide some insight on the dangers caused by



Snakes, check out our list here for the 10 Deadliest
Snakes found in Australia based on Australian
Geographic.

In the event of a snake bite or suspected snake bite,
DO NOT

Wash the bitten area. Any venom retained near
the bite site can assist in identifying the snake.

-

Cut the bitten area or try to suck venom out of the
wound.

-

Apply a tourniquet. Blood must still be allowed to
circulate with the pressure bandage.

-

Try to catch or kill the snake. Avoid harm to
yourself. Also, the victim, be it you or someone,
will need more attention.

-

Steps to Follow:

1. Monitor Lifeline

Maintain patient’s airway, breathing and circulation.
Be prepared to give CPR if patient loses
consciousness. Follow DRABC.

2. Immobilize patient

Have the patient lie down and encourage them to
remain calm. Do not allow them to move around. Ask
them to lie still.

3. Apply a pressure bandage

Apply a firm pressure bandage starting just above the
toes or fingers depending on the bitten area. Roll the



bandage around the limb, moving up or down as far
as possible. The bandage needs to be firm but do not
cut off circulation to the limb. Apply a splint to the
bitten limb and secure with another bandage. Check
that the fingers or toes still have blood circulating to
them periodically (every 15 minutes).

4. Identify snake

Try to identify the snake without risking being bitten
yourself. Ask the patient exactly what the snake
looked like, including colour, markings and behavior.
Do NOT attempt to catch or kill the snake.

5. Seek medical help

Have the patient lie down calmly. Tell them not to
move and try to control their breathing.

first aid for a spider bite

For a more comprehensive list, you might want to
check the Australia’s 10 Most Dangerous Spiders
according to the Australian Geographic.

Steps to Follow:

1. Immobilize the patient

Have the patient lie down calmly. Tell them not to
move and try to control their breathing.

2. Call for help

Request medical assistance as soon as possible.
Advise them that a spider bite is suspected.

3. Identify the spider



If possible, try to identify the spider without risking
getting bitten yourself. Kill the spider if necessary.
Ask the patient to describe it in detail.

4. Apply a cold compress

Make a cold compress by soaking a cloth in cool
water, or wrapping a bag of frozen vegetables in a
cloth. Apply this to the bite area.

5. Bandage the affected area

Apply a pressure bandage to immobilize the limb. The
bandage should cover the entire limb, but not stop
circulation.

first aid for a dog, cat, rodent or bat bite

Steps to Follow:

1. Wash the wound thoroughly.

Use soap or any form of antiseptic. Clean the area
around the wound thoroughly as well.

2. Cover the wound.

Use sterile wound dressing, especially if there’s
severe bleeding, you may need to elevate the wound
or apply direct pressure. Call an ambulance if the
bleeding persists. Else, get to the hospital as soon as
you can.

3. Know the risk of Australian Bat Lyssavirus
Infection (ABLV) and Rabies carried from outside
sources.

Animals have a huge tendency of carrying harmful



diseases, one such is the ABLV discovered in 1996
that shows similar traits to the world-deadly Rabies
Infection. Now although it’s been declared rare to
infect citizens locally, other animal bites (especially
those carried into the country from foreign countries)
may cause a similar severe reaction which may not
show signs immediately. So if you are exposed to
such a bite, take it seriously, particularly if it’s
uncertain whether the animal is clear or not. It is
better to get to a hospital real quick and also to report
the animal to concerned authorities so that it does not
continue to pose as a further threat.

first aid for bee and other stings

Remember that insect stings, although some not as
harmful as others and may require nothing more than
a good ointment, can cause allergic reactions that
may prove fatal (see Allergic Reactions) so still be
wary. Especially if you don’t know what insect it is.
Some common biting insects: Mites, Fleas,
Mosquitoes, Bedbugs, Ants, Spiders. Some common
stinging insects: Bees, Wasps, Hornets, Scorpions.

Symptoms:

Pain in specific areas accompanied by swelling,
redness, itchiness or irregular numbness and burning

A tingling sensation, breathlessness and a certain
weakness

Common symptoms of allergic reaction (see Allergic
Reaction)



Steps to Follow:

1. Remove the stinger without pinching it.

Stingers, even if they have already been separated
from the insect still continue to pump venom into the
victim. Squeezing or pinching it will pump more
venom in. Use clean hands, a pair of tweezers or any
sharp edge. Just exercise a bit of caution so the
wound doesn’t get infected or enlarged than it already
is.

2. Control the swelling.

Remove any jewelry that may irritate or prove hard to
take off once the area bloats. Use ice. Elevate the
part if you suspect the venom to be more potent and
might kill. Don’t scratch even if the temptation is there
as this may worsen the swelling.

3. Treat the symptoms.

True, some insect stings might just need a painkiller
or an ointment, as well as a few days rest to recover
from. But for serious reactions, it’s best to call an
ambulance, administer an immediate dosage of
“EpiPen” or Epinephrine and get to the doctor. If
breathing stops and the further harm is foreseen and
help is still on the way, remember DR.ABC and
monitor the patient’s lifeline, ensuring they are
responsive and breathing on their own else you may
also need to resuscitate him or her. It’s also
necessary that you stay with the victim until it’s
certain there’s a medical professional around.



 

asthma attack

Asthma Attacks are respiratory conditions
characterized by wheezing or a difficulty to breathe.
While some attacks may be triggered by allergic
reactions (to dust, strong perfumes, or other scents),
asthma attacks can also be triggered by overactivity
or stress. Rest may be required – depending on the
situation.

A chronic inflammatory and respiratory disorder
where the lungs’ airways swell and narrow, leading to
wheezing, chest tightness as well as shortness of
breath among others, it is best prevented but can be
subdued when it hits.

symptoms:

Breathing irregularities—shortness, very rapid
breathing or difficulty

-

Wheezing while inhaling or exhaling-
Extensive coughing with chest pain or heaviness-
Retractions categorized with the tightening of
both neck and chest muscles

-

Anxiousness or panic, pale face and cold-
sweating, unusual blue colouration on lips and
fingernails

-

Trouble doing daily activities and even talking,
weakness, instability, drowning sensation when
lying down

-



Worsening symptoms despite medication—of
which you’ll need to see a doctor

-

first aid for an asthma attack

1. Monitor Lifeline (DRABC)

Ensure the patient is breathing on their own and
responsive to you. Follow DRABC.

2. Make Patient comfortable

Have them sit down but remain upright, leaning
forward slightly. Calm and reassure the patient. Ask
them to listen to you. Tell them to take slow, deep
breaths and to try to relax. Speak firmly when giving
instructions, but with a calm voice.

3. Help administer asthma medication

Known asthma sufferers will usually have an inhaler
with them. Locate the inhaler and help the patient
administer their medication.

The patient will usually take up to four ‘puffs’ of their
inhaler, breathing in deeply with each ‘puff’. Wait for
four minutes after four ‘puffs’.

If no improvement, give another four puffs.

4.  Call for help if attack continues

Seek immediate medical attention if there is no
improvement. Whilst waiting for help to arrive,
continue administering their medication:

Adults may have 6-8 puffs every 5 minutes.

Children may have 4 puffs every 4 minutes.



Known fact about Asthma: There are some types of
asthma that fade as people grow up. This is common
in asthmatic children aged below 12 who are very
likely to heal on their own once they step into puberty.
But there are some persisting conditions, or an
individual develops asthma overtime. In this case, the
basic need to do is avoiding triggers: pollen, dust,
hair, powder, strong perfumes and odours as well as
anything that can irritate or infect through inhalation.
For those already plagued by Asthma, management
is essential to deter an unwanted attack or to subdue
it as soon as it does strike. Having quick-relief
medication ready is important as well as proper first
aid know-how.

 

bleeding

Bleeding is said to be the escape of blood usually
through a ruptured blood vessel. This commonly
happens after injuries like cuts, punctures, scrapes
and other emergencies.

Severe bleeding causes a loss of blood usually of an
irregular amount and may lead to weakness,
unconsciousness and even death. Wounds must
therefore be treated immediately, while other non-
visible bleeding (especially those coming from other
parts or openings of the body) must be referred to a
physician or the nearest hospital. This might mean
you or the victim is literally “bleeding from the inside”
due to other injuries. In pregnant women, excessive



bleeding may mean an early sign of miscarriage and
may need to be brought to a doctor quickly.

symptoms

External

Blood discharge from a cut, puncture or wound.-
Bruising around certain areas.-
Weakness that may follow the loss of blood, low
blood pressure, paleness and lightheaded
feeling.

-

Internal

Pain and or swelling in some areas.-
Discoloration in skin.-
Finding blood in excrement, saliva, coughed up
with phlegm.

-

Blood coming from other open parts of the body
like the mouth, ear or genitalia (usually heavier
than your usual period for women).

-

first aid for severe bleeding

1. Monitor the patients lifeline

Follow DRABC and be prepared to give CPR if
necessary.

2. Stop the bleeding

Remove the patients clothing as quickly and easily as
possible by cutting or tearing off, so you can see the
wound causing the blood loss. Use a sterile dressing
(if available) otherwise a piece of clean fabric (e.g. A



kitchen towel or a piece of clothing). Place this over
the wound and apply direct pressure to stem the
bleeding. Try to have the patient hold the dressing
themselves. For deep wounds, try to squeeze the
edges of the wound together.

If any foreign object is embedded in the wound, do
NOT attempt to remove it. Apply pressure either side
of the object and place a pad around it before
applying bandages.

3. Raise and support the injured area

Lie the casualty down and raise the injured area
above the level of their heart. This should slow or
stop the bleeding. Handle the patient gently,
especially if you suspect there may be other injuries
(fractured bones, etc).

Try to prop the injury up on pillows for support. Aim to
keep the casualty as comfortable as possible.

4. Bandage the wound

Apply a sterile pad against the wound and secure
with a bandage. If bleeding has not yet stopped,
apply a second pad and bandage. Do not remove the
first pad from the wound site. If bleeding continues,
you can replace the second pad until the bleeding
stops.

5. Once bleeding is under control, call for medical
assistance

6. Treat for shock



Continually monitor the patients ABC lifeline and
ensure the bandages are not interfering with the
patient’s circulation.

Keep the patient still and lying down. Put a blanket
over them. Reassure and calm them whilst waiting for
help to arrive.

 

nose bleeds

This is commonly referred to as “nosebleed” which is
typically a form of nasal hemorrhage characterized by
bleeding from the nose. It happens when the delicate
vessels within the nose breaks, causing blood to leak
out of the nasal passage.

factors

Infection or bacterial, allergic-
Self-induced like in the case of excessive nose
picking (common to children)

-

Hypertension or high blood pressure-
Medication, drugs and alcohol abuse-
Tumors and hereditary bleeding problems or
disorders

-

Hormonal changes like during pregnancies-
Stress and exhaustion-

first aid for nosebleed

What to do immediately: Lean slightly forward and
pinch your nose just below the bridge, where the
cartilage and the bone come together. Maintain the



pressure for 5 to 15 minutes. Pressing an ice pack
against the bridge can also help.

What NOT to do: Tilt your head back. “You may
swallow blood, and potentially some could go in your
lungs”, says David Markenson, M.D., chair of the
American Red Cross Advisory Council on First Aid
and Safety.

Remain calm.1.
Sit up straight and lean forward.2.
Pinch nostrils together and apply direct
pressure for 10 minutes approximately, spit
out the blood in your mouth so as to avoid
vomiting.

3.

When to seek medical attention: Call your doctor if
you can’t stop the bleeding after 20 minutes; if the
nosebleed happened spontaneously; or if it
accompanies a headache, dizziness, ringing in the
ears, or vision problems.

 

bleeding: miscarriage

Miscarriage – which is also known as pregnancy loss
– is the natural death of an embryo or fetus before it
is able to survive. Sometimes, it is spontaneous (in
the case of an accident), but may be gradual, induced
by disease, stress, and various other factors.

symptoms

Bleeding or spotting-



Severe abdominal pain or around the tummy area-
No movement from baby especially during late
second or third trimester

-

Preterm labour-
risk factors causing miscarriage

Age. It is said that healthy pregnancies are those
that happen in women between 20 to 30 years of
age. Any pregnancy that happens 35 years and
beyond may be considered at risk as the
reproductive system might not be that healthy
anymore.

-

History, if there had been recurring miscarriage
before.

-

Bacterial or viral infections affecting pregnancies.-
Problems with uterus structure or birth
placement.

-

Exposure or abuse of substance such as the
excessive intake of caffeine, cigarette or drugs as
well as alcohol.

-

Blood-clotting disorder or other diseases.-
The father’s age, especially beyond 35
contributing to weaker sperm.

-

prevention

Early prenatal care given and received by pregnant
women is the best known prevention for all pregnancy
complications as it is through this care that diseases
can be detected and treated early on. It is also useful
to establishing the proper caution women should



take, what to avoid and what not to avoid.

While pregnant, contact your physician if you suspect
the first signs of miscarriage like vaginal bleeding or
heavy-like menstrual flow with thick mucus-like
passing. And if the pregnancy is already established
sensitive by your doctor, rest as needed and don’t
risk it through heavy activities, unnecessary drugs
especially those not prescribed and sexual
intercourse.

 

broken bone

This is a type of fracture wherein the bones break or
shatter as a result of stress, high impact, or force.
Sometimes, a broken bone could also result when the
bones are weakened by some form of medical
condition like cancer or osteoporosis, therefore
causing them to break easily. In many cases, the
bone may even protrude from the inside and become
dislocated.

There are many causes that lead to broken bones
some even as a result of a weakened skeletal system
due to diseases or cancer. Other factors can be due
to direct blows, an outside force or repetitive,
strenuous movement (as in the case of athletes),
falling from a height or being fallen on by something
heavy as well as other accidents.

symptoms

Visible bone through broken skin-



Visible misshapen joint or limb-
Intense pain, numbness or tingling-
Inability to move a limb, or a difficulty to flex body
parts

-

Tumors and hereditary bleeding problems or
disorders

-

Hormonal changes like during pregnancies-
Stress and exhaustion-

first aid for broken bone

1. DR. ABC

Check for airway and breathing as bones may be
broken in more areas during accident. Call for an
ambulance and perform CPR as necessary. Seek
medical assistance.

2. Keep the person calm and still

While waiting for help to arrive, assure the victim,
assuming they are conscious, and keep him or her
calm. Broken bones like other accidents are more or
less frightening ordeals and having someone with the
victim makes them feel secure. Check for other
injuries as well.

3. Avoid infection

Especially if the skin had become broken, treat
immediately to avoid infection, but do not probe or
poke, also breathe on the wound as this can also
cause infection. A light rinse would be ideal to get dirt
and other contaminants out; no vigorous scrubbing.



Cover with sterile dressing.

4. Immobilize the bone, prevent shock

Use padded or thick boards, magazines or any and
other available straight and strong materials to keep
the limb stationary until emergency help arrives.
Apply ice packs to keep from pain and swelling.
Prevent shock as well: lay the victim flat, elevate the
feet by 12 inches above the head and cover with a
blanket. But exercise caution: DO NOT move the
victim if you suspect him or her as having head, neck
or back injury. (See Head Injury)

5. Stay out of the way

If medical response has come immediately, let them
take further action as they probably know more than
you do. The important thing is to make certain no
harm happens to the victim.

 

bruise

Bruises can be accidentally caused by impact that
may rupture the sensitive vessels under the skin. The
term “black and blue” would best describe a bruise –
especially those appearing on areas of the skin as
discolorations.

Bruises, also known as a contusions or ecchymosis,
can last for about a few days as the body generally
has a way of fixing it. Although not as serious as most
types of injuries or emergencies, an untreated bruise



can be home to infection and bacteria. So take care
of patching up those bruises when you do get them.

signs of bruising

Swelling, redness, then discoloration (black and
blue)

-

Pain, feels tender to touch-
Slight strain to the area-
Impairment of function of the body part (like in the
case of Black Eyes, your visual may blur)

-

first aid for bruises

1. Limit the damage

Limit the bleeding that is happening beneath the skin
by cooling the area with a cold compress. You can
soak a piece of cloth in cold water, or use an ice
pack.

2. Elevate

It’s just so the bruise doesn’t worsen, it is advised that
when resting, to elevate the leg or arm.

3. See a doctor

In some cases, bruises will actually disappear in two
weeks, fading from the blue or purplish colour to
yellowish as it once more absorbs and circulates
blood. But in some instances when the bruise is to
the chest or abdomen, it is best to see a medical
professional as this may constitute an even bigger
injury perhaps in other internal organs.



Warning: In some case, if you or a loved one is
prone to bruising a lot, if you suddenly bruise for no
apparent reason, or if your bruises don’t heal as
quickly as it normally should, it could more likely be a
symptom of some underlying condition like an illness,
problems with blood clotting, disease or a nutrient
deficiency. Remember it’s normal to bruise from time
to time, but an excess will need referring to a medical
professional.

 

burns

Burns are injuries caused when heat or friction is
applied to tissues, causing them to redden, swell or
even darken. Chemicals, electricity or radiation can
also cause burns, especially if there’s direct contact
between these agents and the skin.

Unwanted accidents can happen at any time and
burns can result from them especially after an
explosion has occurred. Now in the case you get
caught and might find the need to help another, check
for signs of danger first. If you are sure you are not
placing yourself in a precarious situation, only then
should you begin to remove the patient from the
source of the burn: turn off the gas, pull them clear of
the fire or roll them on the ground to extinguish
flames if their clothing is alight. Remove the patient
from further contact with other chemicals.

symptoms



Know the three levels:

First-degree — the outer layer is affected,
characterized by swelling, redness and pain but not
excessive.

Second-degree — also known as partially thick burn,
it affects both outer and primary layer of inner tissues
of the skin. This time, blistering occurs.

Third-degree — full thickness; the burns extend to
deeper tissues that blacken, char and numb the skin.
Pain can also be a symptom of this degree but not
entirely as often the most severe of burns can be
painless.

Airways burn

Charred mouth, burned lips, burns on upper
areas as head, neck or face

-

Wheezing and a significant change in voice-
Difficulty breathing and coughing (sometimes with
an abscess of blood and or dark and carbon-
stained mucus)

-

Singed nose hairs, eyebrows and hairs in other
areas

-

first aid for burns

1. Remove the patient from danger

Check for signs of danger. If you are sure you are not
placing yourself in danger, remove the patient from
the source of the burn: turn off the gas, pull them
clear of the fire, roll them on the ground to extinguish



flames if their clothing is alight. Remove the patient
from further contact with chemicals.

2. Cool the burnt area

Hold the burn under cool, gently running water for at
least 20 minutes. Whilst irrigating the burn site, gently
remove clothing from the affected area. Do not
attempt to remove any clothing or jewelry that is
sticking to the burn.

3. Cover the burn

After irrigation, cover the affected area with a sterile,
non-sticking dressing. If you don’t have access to a
dressing, use a clean, smooth cloth or cling film (cling
wrap).

4. Seek medical attention

Seek medical attention. For severe burns, call an
ambulance- do not move the patient. Raise the burn,
if a limb is affected, to reduce swelling.

Calm and re-assure the patient until medical help
arrives.

 

child birth (emergency delivery)

Childbirth is the delivery of the new born baby from
the mother’s womb. There is usually enough time to
get to the hospital to safely deliver the baby.
However, in some rare cases, childbirth occurs in
unexpected conditions where emergency delivery is
required.



signs of emergency child birth

Very strong contractions, 2 to 3 minutes apart-
Water bag or the amniotic fluid has broken-
An urge to push down the baby-
The woman says the birth will happen very soon-
A bit of blood running from the vagina-

what to do

Call for an ambulance or have someone else
call.

1.

Place a plastic sheet or towel or paper sheets
and help the woman lie down with her back
supported by a pillow and her legs apart.

2.

Let the woman decide which position is
comfortable for her.

3.

Reassure the mother that help is on the way.
There is usually enough of time to get to the
hospital or get help.

4.

Keep the mother at rest, and tell her to try to
stop pushing with each contraction and slow the
baby’s progress down to the birth canal.

5.

If medical professionals or a midwife has not yet
arrived and the baby’s head is already visible in the
vagina opening, assist the mother, as the birth is
about to happen very soon. Do not try to deliver the
baby, the birth will naturally happen without
intervention. Your role is to comfort and assist the
mother.



Wash your hands and use disposable gloves if
available.

1.

Do not pull the baby’s head. Let the woman
push the baby out. Encourage the woman to
push.

2.

Assist the baby by supporting the head and
shoulders. Do not pull the baby.

3.

Be extra careful as the baby is slippery. Gently
wipe off the membrane coverings from the
mouth and nose with a clean cloth.

4.

Give the baby to the mother and do not remove
the coating from the baby’s body.

5.

Support the mother as she delivers the
afterbirth. Keep the placenta and the umbilical
cord intact, do not cut the cord.

6.

If there is severe pain or bleeding, treat for shock.
Help the mother to lie down and raise her legs and
keep her warm.

 

choking

Choking is the restriction of air from the environment
into the lungs. This is when an individual’s ability to
breathe is hindered by some form of blockage to the
trachea, say, due to a foreign object. It also occurs
when the air passage becomes constricted or swells
shut; in some cases caused by allergic reactions.

There are many causes that lead to choking.



Oftentimes, it is when a piece or food or other objects
get stuck in the upper airway. In children, toys that
are marked with the choking hazard warning must be
kept away from prescribed ages as tiny parts and
pieces might cause incidents.

symptoms

Coughing or gagging, hand signals like throat
pointing and panic coupled with the inability to
talk specially suddenly

-

The victim clutching the throat — this is the
universal sign and is a way of telling you or
others of choking

-

Wheezing, passing out, tuning pale or blue
around the lips, fingernails and face

-

In infants or small children, difficulty breathing,
turning blue as well as weak cry, cough or both

-

first aid for choking (adult or child)

1. Encourage Relaxation

Talk to the patient and tell them to take slow, deep
breaths. Encourage them to relax and cough to
dislodge any foreign object in their airway.

2. If unsuccessful, call for help

Do not delay calling for medical help if the patient
cannot immediately clear their airway by themselves.

3. Assist the patient to clear their airway

Attempt back blows



Bend the patient forward from their torso up. Using
the palm of your hand, between the patient’s shoulder
blades, strike the patient firmly up to five times.
Check between each strike if the foreign object has
been dislodged.

If unsuccessful, attempt chest thrusts

Place the palm of one hand in the centre of the
patients back. Place the other palm of your hand in
the centre of the patient’s front chest – in the CPR
position. Thrust them forward firmly, but slower than
you would administer chest compressions. Check
between each thrust to see if the foreign object has
been dislodged.

Alternate between back blows and chest thrusts until
the object has been dislodged or medical help
arrives. If the patient loses consciousness, then
attempt resuscitation. If you are able to dislodge the
obstruction causing the choke, calm and reassure the
patient and seek medical help.

 

cuts, minor and major

Cuts are open wounds that can go from bad to worse
if untreated. This is usually the effect of injuries
caused by sharp, edged objects that penetrate the
skin – e.g. knives, broken glass or needles. Minor
cuts usually stop bleeding naturally, but deeper or
major cuts may need first aid and emergency
treatment – particularly if bleeding doesn’t stop.



While minor cuts don’t really require that much
extensive treatment, deep or major cuts may prove
needing quick attention; though either way, the
symptoms and first aid are closely similar.

punctures

As opposed to cuts, punctures are made when the
wound is made by a pointed object instead of an
edged object. Punctures can be characterized by
small swollen hole-like marks, formed by said points,
and could also be that made by the bite marks of
animals. (see Animal Bite and Punctures)

scrapes or abrasions

A scrape or abrasion is an injury that often results
when an area of the skin is rubbed, scratched or
irritated. It is characterized by soreness and redness,
and is common to occur in parts of the body like the
knee or elbow. (See Scrapes and Abrasions)

signs of cuts, punctures or scrapes

Bleeding (see Bleeding)-
Pain and problems with function or feeling below
the cut area

-

Broken skin or marks of almost broken skin like
scratches

-

Irritation and redness, warmth-
first aid for cuts

1. Stop the Bleeding

Minor cuts will stop bleeding on their own and will clot



almost immediately, but for major ones, in the case
they don’t cease to bleed, apply gentle pressure and
elevate the wound. This should be done continuously
for 20 to 30 minutes.

2. Clean the wound

Clean out the wound using clear, clean water so as to
get unwanted dirt or debris out. If some still remain
after washing, use a clean pair of tweezers to take
them out. For other leftover dirt that can’t be taken
out, see a doctor.

3. Apply an antibiotic

Antibiotic cream or ointments, despite not making the
cuts heal any faster, discourage infection and help
the body’s natural process. Apply a thin layer after
cleaning.

4.  Cover the wound

Bandages, besides keeping the wound clean, keep
harmful bacteria out. You may however need to
expose the cut to air if it’s healed enough to make
infection unlikely and to speed up the process.

dos and don’ts

Don’t keep on checking if the cut has stopped
bleeding. This may damage the clot already
forming, causing the bleeding to resume.

-

Don’t use soap to clean the cut itself as this may
irritate the wound. Soap can be used to clean the
outer parts of the wound, say, the skin around it.

-



Discontinue use of antibiotic if rash develops or
persists. It may mean you are allergic to the
product.

-

Change the dressing if it has become wet or dirty.
This is to ensure the cut stays clean and infection
doesn’t take place.

-

Some deep wounds may need stitching so do
see a doctor to get them all patched up.

-

See a doctor if pain worsens and if you notice the
cut not healing properly, develops redness and
becomes more swollen

-

Get a shot applicable (see Animal Bite) in the
case the wound was made by sources of
potential rabies like animals or by a potentially
tetanus harmful object like a rusty nail or knife.

-

 

diabetes attacks

Diabetes is a metabolically-connected disorder that
simply means your insulin is limited, meaning your
blood glucose or “blood sugar” is high, causing
excessive thirst and urine production. A Diabetes
attack can be characterised by sudden cold sweat, 
lightheadedness and weakness, among others.

Known as a common “lifestyle disease”, Diabetes is
associated with high blood pressure, an excess of
sugar and the inability to heal properly. A person
experiencing a Diabetes Attack might become
incoherent, becoming anxious, fatigue and weak, and



also lead to shock.

symptoms

Confusion-
Change in senses, experiencing blurred vision,
headaches, and double vision. Sweating, tingling,
numbness, and foot pain may also be present.

-

Sudden hunger, unusual thirst-
Convulsion that may lead to coma-
Blood sugar levels read higher as the body’s
kidneys suffer damage

-

Chest pain, irregular heart rate that could signal a
potential heart attack (see Heart Attack)

-

first aid for a diabetic attack

1. Monitor Lifeline – follow DRABC

If a known diabetic loses consciousness, attempt to
resuscitate and seek help. Tell the caller to inform the
medical team that the patient is diabetic.

2. Determine high or low blood sugar levels

Talk to the patient and try to establish if their blood
sugar levels are low or high.

Signs and Symptoms of LOW blood sugar
include:

The patient is hungry-
The patient is sweating-
The patient appears pale-
The patient seems confused, weak or disoriented-



The patient seems aggressive or irritable-
If the patient is suffering from low blood sugar levels,
give them something sweet to drink or eat. Do not
give diet, sugar free or diabetic safe food or drink.

Seek medical help and continue to give them sweet
food or drink every 15 minute until medical help
arrives.

Signs and Symptoms of HIGH Blood sugar levels
include:

The patient’s skin is hot and/or dry-
The patient feels thirsty-
The patient needs to urinate-

Help the patient administer insulin. Do not administer
it for them, but assist them if necessary. Seek
medical help and give them sugar-free fluids to drink.
Water is best.

Important: Diabetes can be prevented through
proper diet, lifestyle and caution. But in the case that
you, or someone you know, become diabetic, always
remember these self-care essentials so that you
avoid attacks: link up with a diabetes team in your
area and stay connected with your doctor; test your
blood sugar regularly; use only the medication
prescribed and stick to it; be active and eat healthy;
maintain positivity; and seek medical attention if
you’re experiencing the first signs of an attack.

 

diarrhoea



Diarrhoea is the condition of having frequent loose or
liquid stools that occur at least 3 times each day.  It’s
also most commonly a loss of bowel control, causing
frequent and excessive bowel movements. It is an
unpleasant digestive condition that can cause
unusual distress and even deadly dehydration – if left
untreated. Diarrhoea can also be a symptom of other
conditions such as the presence of viral, parasitic or
perhaps bacterial entities in the gastrointestinal tract.

Loose bowel movement makes up most for
discomfort but is not usually harmful, unless it
persists for a longer period of time. Severe or heavy
diarrhoea can actually be a cause of death.
Prolonged diarrhoea can also mean the presence of
bacteria, viruses or parasites, and can sometimes be
caused not only by these microorganisms but also by
food intolerance and diseases.

symptoms

Abdominal cramps, pain and the sudden urge to
go to the toilet

-

Nausea, in some cases vomiting, fever-
Headache, loss of appetite, fatigue-
Watery to even bloody and loose stools-
Bloating, weakness-

treatment for diarrhoea

Diarrhoea may run its course and just gradually
subside within a week or so, however, if you want to
ease the symptoms even for a bit, doing the following



steps may help:

Drink plenty of fluids — rehydrate as much as
you can since most of the fluids will be released
or spent while having diarrhoea. Electrolytes
and salts may also be affected so an intake of
solutions that contain and replenish what’s lost
may help. Ask a doctor or pharmacist for the
proper drink to consume.

1.

Eat — doctors nowadays will recommend eating
to patients while diarrhoea is still prevalent,
because nutrients are also flushed away during
lost bowel movement. Carbohydrate-rich foods
are good for this purpose, so are fiber-based
edibles. Adding a bit of salt can help, avoiding
fatty foods since there’s a chance they may not
be digested properly.

2.

Take medication — some medicines are
recommended to be taken during cases of
diarrhoea to help slow down bowel movements
and the intestinal wall’s absorption, but only if
there are no other symptoms like fever or blood
in stools involved. Better check with a doctor if
any other symptoms are present.

3.

Rest — lie down to avoid stressing out,
especially if weakness has resulted after the
frequent trips to the toilet. It is important to avoid
further strain so that recovery can be hastened.

4.

Facts worth the know: Diarrhoea happens most



common after accidentally ingesting some form of
microorganism usually when it gets into food or water
supplies. In some developing countries, this
occurrence can lead to deaths especially in infants
and children and worsened individual cases. As a
preventive, sanitation is a recommended habit.
Cleaner surroundings can lessen the chances of
contracting these said parasites.

Another thing is the recent approach to Diarrhoea.
Researchers worldwide have actually quoted the
illness as more of an evolved expulsion mechanism
to get any other harmful substances out of the body,
and done automatically by our system. Some
instances of Diarrhoea should be allowed to run its
course, provided they are not prolong and don’t
progress to other worst ailments.

 

epileptic attack

Epilepsy is a condition in which people have seizures
or epileptic attacks. This occurs when there is an
abnormal electric discharge that occurs in the brain
that disturbs its normal function. Epileptic attacks are
also referred to as epileptic seizures, which are
convulsions, involuntary muscle spasms or
contractions accompanied by impaired
consciousness. These can be violent and
uncontrollable at times, and may cause other
unwanted injuries if the patient is left unattended.

The tendency for recurrent seizures can be particular



in those suffering epilepsy. Some drugs can be
prescribed to assist in controlling these said attacks
but in rare cases, surgery may need to be done.

signs and symptoms of an epileptic attack:

Collapsing to the ground.-
Crying out suddenly.-
Blueish coloured skin.-
Jerking movements or muscular spasms.-
Frothing at the mouth.-
Biting of the tongue.-
Losing control of the bladder or bowel
movements.

-

first aid for an epileptic attack

1. Monitor Lifeline

Follow DRABC. After an attack, if the patient loses
consciousness, attempt to resuscitate. Monitor them
closely until medical help arrives.

2. Protect the casualty during seizure

Move objects out of the way if a patient is suffering a
seizure. Do not restrict their movement or hold them
down. Do not place anything in their mouth or attempt
to open their mouth during a seizure.

3. Place patient in Recovery Position

Place the patient in the recovery position as soon as
the attack subsides.

The recovery position is lying down on a patient’s



side with their head and neck supported by an
extended arm or a firm pillow that does not block their
airway.

The patients arm facing up from the ground should be
rested gently in front of their chest, without blocking
their airway.

The patient’s leg facing up from the ground should be
bent at the knee and positioned down towards the
ground to offer stability.

Do not leave a patient in the recovery position
unattended.

If the patient falls asleep, do not disturb them, but
monitor that they are breathing and they have a pulse
until they awake.

4. Manage injuries

If the patient injures themselves during a seizure,
administer First Aid and seek medical help. Continue
to monitor the patient for signs of life until help
arrives.

5. Seek medical help

If the patient is a known epileptic and on medication,
and fully recovers after a seizure, encourage them to
seek medical attention.

Do not leave them alone until they have fully
recovered and leave the scene voluntarily without
assistance.

Seek medical help urgently if:



The seizure lasts for more than five minutes-
Another seizure follows the initial seizure-
The patient has injured themselves during the
seizure

-

The patient is diabetic-
Important: Epilepsy might lead to some
complications that impair learning, aspiration
pneumonia caused by breathing in of food or saliva
into the lungs, permanent brain damage as in the
cases of stroke accompanying the attack, and injuries
that may be sustained from a fall or in other accidents
that happen after an attack. It is important therefore to
have support and assistance when needed. Do not
drive knowing it’s probable that a seizure may
happen. Exercise caution and ensure that medication
intakes are never missed as well.

 

exhaustion, heat and heat stroke

Exhaustion is when the body experiences extreme
physical or mental fatigue. This could be due to heat,
which in most instances is called a heat stroke or
heat exhaustion. Often characterized by weakness or
tiredness, both may cause an individual to lose
control of his or her normal bodily functions leading to
unconsciousness.

Heat Exhaustion is illness that presents before the
onset of Heatstroke. Heatstroke is a potentially fatal
condition and immediate medical attention should be
sought without delay. To prevent these conditions,



drink plenty of fluids, stay out of the sun, wear
protective clothing and avoid vigorous activity in hot
conditions.

signs of heat exhaustion:

Feeling hot, weak and tired-
Persistent headache-
Extreme thirst-
Nausea-
Feeling faint or giddy-
Shortness of breath or rapid breathing-
Rapid or weak pulse-
Pale or clammy skin-

signs of heatstroke:

High body temperature-
Flushed, dry skin-
Mental confusion/irritability-
Dizziness or visual distortion-
Headache-
Nausea and/or vomiting-
Seizure and unconsciousness-

first aid for heat exhaustion and heatstroke

Steps to Follow: Heat Exhaustion:

Encourage patient to rest-
Loosen clothing and remove any unnecessary
clothing (jackets, etc).

-

Apply cold water with a sponge to the patients
head and body.

-



Give fluids to drink. Water is best.-
Seek medical attention if vomiting occurs or the
patient does not feel better soon after onset of
symptoms.

-

Steps to Follow: Heatstroke:

Monitor the patients lifeline (DRABC).-
Apply cold packs or ice to neck, armpits and
groin.

-

Cover the patient with a wet sheet.-
Give fluids if patient is fully conscious.-
Call for medical attention immediately. Do not
wait for the patients condition to deteriorate. Seek
medical advice immediately.

-

Best Tip: Hydration is the key to avoiding heat
exhaustion or heat stroke. Drink plenty of fluids
especially if you’re prone to loosing sweat because of
intensive activities. Keep a bottle of water handy or
when you’re traveling.

 

eye injury

This is any physical or chemical damage that
happens to the eye(s), impairing vision which – in turn
– may lead to even further harm (even blindness),
unless appropriately treated.

Caring for the eyes is important because sight plays a
vital role in our everyday work and activities. But
incidents can happen, which damage or hurt our eyes



regardless sometimes of how much we try and avoid
them. What do we do next?

symptoms

A visible object lodged in the eye, an impression
of something left after being poked or hit, or the
feeling that something is in your eye

-

A visible cut on or around the eye area-
Irritation, swelling, redness and itchiness-
Watering and signs of infection, tears-
Pain, sensitivity to light and distortion in vision-
Involuntary squinting-

common eye injuries

Corneal Abrasions — when the transparent part of
your eye or cornea is damaged

Uveitis — when the middle part of the eye becomes
swollen (usually due to a blow)

Foreign Bodies — when an object gets in and gets
stuck in the eye

Black Eye — when blood and other fluids collect in
the eye area as a result of a blow or strike to the face

serious eye injuries

Chemical Burn — when the eye damage is caused
by exposure to hazardous materials or chemicals

Hyphemas — when bleeding occurs in the front
section of the eye

Corneal Laceration — when the cornea suffers from



a cut or break

first aid for eye injuries

1. Make patient comfortable

Ask the patient to sit down and not to move their eyes
or rub them. Take care not to touch any part of the
eye or contact lenses. With one hand, hold the
patients head still by holding it close to your body as
you stand behind.

2. Flush eye with water

Use only cool flowing water to gently irrigate the eye.
For chemical or smoke injuries, or heat related burns,
flush the eye for at least 20 minutes continuously.

3. Dress the eye

Use a sterile pad or eye dressing to cover the eye
socket completely. Do not apply any pressure to, or
attempt to remove penetrating foreign objects. Ask
the patient to hold the dressing in place. Bandage
over the dressing to keep it in place, completely
covering the injured eye.

If the injury is a penetration injury, place sterile pads
around the protruding object, taking care not to move
it and bandage in place.

4. Call for medical help

If the person has multiple injuries or has been
involved in a serious accident, your first priority is to
maintain breathing and circulation.



Tip: Maintaining a healthy lifestyle is also essential to
maintaining clarity of the eyes. In addition to avoiding
potentially harmful objects and accidents that can
affect vision, eating the proper food that’s good to the
eyes as well as refraining from stressing our eyes out
can also contribute to their staying healthy.

 

fainting

Fainting occurs when there is momentarily an
insufficient supply of blood to your brain, causing the
person to lose consciousness. It can be caused by
other underlying reasons, too. It should be treated as
a medical emergency until symptoms are relieved.

Fainting happens when there is momentarily
inadequate supply of blood to your brain and may
cause the person to lose consciousness.

Though fainting can have no medical significance, it
should be treated as a medical emergency until
symptoms are relieved. This could also be a cause of
a serious disorder.

It can be associated with other symptoms and can be
caused my many underlying reasons.

possible causes of fainting

Syncope (when brain is deprived of blood flow)-
Neurologic syncope (caused by transient
ischemic attack, stroke or seizure)

-

Hyperventilating-



Heart Rhythm problems-
Low blood sugar-
Low blood pressure-
Straining-
Dehydration-
Overheating-
Emotional stress-
Exhaustion-

signs when a person is about to faint

Sudden confusion-
Inability to respond-
Rapid heartbeat-
Lightheadedness or dizziness-
Paleness-
Loss of balance-
Sweating-

first aid for fainting

Position the person on his/her back. Raise the
person’s legs above heart level to restore blood
flow to the brain.

1.

Loosen collars, belts and shirts or shoes.2.
Don’t get the person up immediately as this can
cause fainting again.

3.

If the person is still unconscious after a minute,
call your local emergency number.

4.

Do the “DR.ABC”5.
prevention



Drink plenty of fluids-
Take breaks and move around as much as
possible

-

Use a paper bag to slowly breath in and out when
the person is anxious or breathing too fast

-

Avoid overheated environments-
 

foreign object in ear, eye, or nose

Foreign bodies are objects that are stuck inside the
body by inhaling, swallowing or entering the body
through injury or operation. Inhaled or swallowed
foreign bodies may cause bowel obstruction or
choking that require medical attention.

In our daily activities at the workplace, there are times
when foreign objects accidentally enters our body
through the eyes, noses, ears or throats. Foreign
bodies are things that are stuck inside the body by
inhaling, swallowing or getting one from an injury or
puncture.

Foreign Objects can be stuck in a person’s:

Ears-
Eyes-
Nose-
Throat-
Skin-

Some foreign objects do not very alarming. However,
inhaled or swallowed foreign bodies may cause bowel
obstruction or choking that require medical attention.



first aid for foreign objects entering the body

Unless they can be easily taken out without causing
further damage, do not attempt to take foreign bodies
out. Stabilise the position of the foreign objects before
taking the person to the hospital for treatment.

Foreign objects in the eyes – which could be
sand particles or dusts can be irrigated with clean
water. Inform the person to stop rubbing the eye.
In worse cases, send the injured person to the
hospital immediately.

-

Foreign objects in the nose – do not attempt to
remove the foreign bodies out. Advise the person
to breath with his mouth and note if there is
breathing difficulty. Then send the injured person
to the hospital immediately.

-

Foreign objects in the ears – Do not try to
remove the foreign bodies as it may cause
damage to the eardrum or ear canal. If it is an
insect. Flood the ear with oil (baby oil) to float the
object out. Send the injured person th the hospital
immediately.

-

Swallowed foreign objects – These can be
undigested or sharp objects in the food like
bones. This can cause swelling or airway
obstruction. When this happens, do not give the
person any drink or food. Reassure the person
and send him/her immediately to the hospital.

-



Also refer to Choking.
 

fractures and dislocations

Fractures – usually broken bones – are the result of a
major trauma. Dislocation occurs when 2 bones at the
joint are out of place. This may also cause injury to
the nerves and blood vessels surrounding the bones.
These are two of the most common orthopedic
injuries where bones – due to some force or impact –
break or twist out of place. Although technically
differing in definitions, a fracture dislocation can
sometimes occur where the bone fracture occurs
near a joint, causing it to dislocate completely.

In some cases, bone does not entirely break but will
dislocate or become fractured within the body. It is
important to call an ambulance and get the victim to
the hospital immediately as broken pieces of bone
may travel within the bloodstream and cause further
problems. Here are some first aid while you’re waiting
for help to arrive:

first aid for fractures and dislocations

1. Monitor the patient’s lifeline. Follow DRABC.

If the person has multiple injuries or has been
involved in a serious accident, your first priority is to
maintain breathing and circulation.

2. Control any bleeding and dress open wounds.

Your second priority is to stem any bleeding and



cover any open wounds to prevent further infection or
contamination of the wound site.

3. Check for fractures

Do not move the patient, but ask them if they feel any
other injuries to their body. In serious incidents, a
patient may not feel an obvious fracture or
dislocation, so check them over carefully, without
moving the patient.

If you are not sure if the injury is a dislocation or a
fracture, treat as a fracture.

4. Immobilize limb

If possible, place a padded splint next to the injured
limb before bandaging. Use a wide bandage to
prevent movement of the joints at either end of the
fracture.

Check that the bandages are not too tight so they
restrict blood flow, or too loose so they do not
immobilize the injury. Check every 15 minutes until
the patient is attended to by a professional.

For knee or elbow injuries: splint the entire leg or
arm to prevent movement. Hold the limb to support it
and pass the bandage through the natural hollows of
the body. Do not move the limb in order to secure the
bandage.

For leg fractures: immobilize the foot and ankle
using a ‘figure eight bandage’ – passing the bandage
across the top side of the ankle towards the right,



under the arch of the foot, across the foot to the left
side, and back over the top from the other side.
Repeat a few times and secure.

For collarbone fractures: Immobilize and support
the arm on the injured side of the body. For
dislocation injuries: Rest, elevate the dislocation and
apply ice to the joint.

 

frostbite

Frostbite is a tissue injury caused by extreme cold,
which progresses to gangrene if not treated. Best
thought of as the opposite of burns, frostbite is
equally alarming, and can happen regardless of
whether you’re in a snowy area or not.

This unwanted injury is most often caused by freezing
and affects nose, ears, cheek, chin, fingers, toes, or
any part that’s exposed. When left untreated,
Frostbite may result in permanent damage and
amputation (Also see Amputated Finger).

signs of frostbite

White or grayish-yellow skin area-
Numbness, burning, tingling, itching or cold
sensation

-

Skin that’s unusually firm or waxy-
Swelling and blistering, hardness on affected
area, even blackened and dead skin

-

milder conditions related to frostbite



Frostnip — when an individual develops a
tingling sensation that occurs after prolonged
exposure to cold.

1.

Chilblain — also known as Pernio, when a
more localized tissue becomes inflated, swells
and turns reddish purple. They may be itchy and
often painful as a result of direct exposure to
damp or cold conditions.

2.

Trench Foot — was described as a result of
repeated exposure to dampness and cold
aggravated by tight boots or footwear. This was
observed common during the war period, when
soldiers’ feet became swollen, painful and
numb. They may also be covered with bleeding
blisters.

3.

first aid and treatment for frostbite

If you have symptoms of frostbite or suspect you
might, seek medical care immediately. But if it isn’t
available, here are a few steps to take:

1. Get into a warm room as soon as possible

Warm up the affected area gradually in warm (not
hot) water or cover with warm towels or blankets to
promote blood circulation again. You can also warm
the affected area using body heat. The armpit is one
such place to warm frostbitten fingers for example.
Remove all wet clothing immediately as well, not only
to lessen Frostbite but also Hypothermia (see
Hypothermia). Drink something warm like soup or tea.



2. Stay put

Unless absolutely necessary, do not use frostbitten
feet or toes to walk. Walking can increase the
damage and may cause severe pain which can even
result to limb loss.

3. Don’t rub

It is not true that frostbitten areas will lessen when
rubbed with snow or water as it will cause even more
water. Frostbitten areas need to be dried quickly and
warmed. Do not massage it at all as well. This can
cause further damage or accidental amputation
especially if the parts are already hard and
blackened.

4. Warm with caution

Using a heating pad, lamp or the heat from a stove,
fireplace, or radiator for warming frostbitten areas can
be dangerous since frostbite makes an area numb
and you could actually end up burning the affected
area. Exercise caution.

5. A doctor is still the best option

Depending on the severity of the frostbite, if sensation
doesn’t return to the affected areas, call for a
physician or evacuate the victim to the nearest
hospital. Further treatments may be necessary, and
some remedies may not be found at home.

Note on Gangrene: It’s the term referring to the
death of tissues in general and can be a serious and



life-threatening condition. Although Gangrene can be
caused by other factors (organisms such as bacteria,
parasites, etc., weakened Immune System, diseases
like Diabetes (see Diabetes Attack), Frostbite can
also lead to Gangrene which may need surgery.

 

head injury

Any trauma or damage to the head can be classified
as a head injury, and may range from a minor bump
through to a more extreme injury that causes damage
to the brain and its internal tissues. Head injuries are
profoundly dangerous depending on the blow, and
can even result in coma or the loss of life.

Such is the danger of head injuries that can lead to
permanent mental impairment, disability and even
death, but are an acceptable risk in some professions
including that of sports and other recreational
activities. But it’s also a fact that you don’t have to be
hit on the head directly to experience head injuries as
impacts elsewhere on the body can be enough to jar
the brain.

symptoms

Confusion, depression, dizziness or balance
problems

-

Fuzzy, blurred or double vision-
Groggy or sluggish feeling, headache and
nausea

-

Memory loss, sleep disturbance, pain-



Trouble concentrating and difficulty remembering-
Impaired senses-

visible signs

Bleeding on the head area, nose, mouth or ears
(see Bleeding)

-

Distorted facial features, facial bruising (see
Bruise)

-

Low breathing rate-
Unconsciousness-
Irritability, loss of coordination, restlessness,
clumsiness

-

Slurred speech or irregular slowness-
Swelling on injured part-
Stiff neck, vomiting, in ability to move the limb-
Fracture (see Broken Bone)-

first aid for head injuries

1. Monitor the patient’s lifeline. Follow DRABC.

First priority is to ensure the patient is breathing on
their own accord. Check for and monitor breathing
and pulse.

2. Support the head and neck

Treat any head injury as serious and take care not to
move the neck or head in case of spinal injury.

3. Control bleeding and treat open wounds

Place a sterile pad over any wounds. If you suspect a
skull fracture, avoid applying pressure to stem the



bleeding. If bleeding continues in this case, gently
reposition the pad or apply others around the area
until it stops.

If fluid or blood is present in the ears, cover the area
to prevent infection but allow fluids to drain.

4. Immobilize patent

The best position for a responsive patient is on their
back with their head and shoulders slightly raised.
Ensure their airway remains clear after vomiting.

5. Seek medical care immediately

At the onset of symptoms, encourage the patient to
stop any physical activity and lie down to rest.

 

heart attack

Heart attack happens when a supply of blood to the
heart is suddenly blocked. A heart attack is described
as the death of a part of the heart muscle due to a
lack of blood supply. The blockage usually happens
long enough for the heart muscle to be damaged.
Automated External Defibrillators (AED) units are
available for such emergencies.

Warning signs of a heart attack are varied and may
present as individual or a combination of the following
symptoms. Warning signs usually occur for at least
10 minutes prior to arrest.

signs and symptoms of heart attack:



Shortness of breath.-
Profuse sweating.-
Dizziness.-
Nausea and/or vomiting.-
Pain or discomfort in the centre of the chest-
tightness, heaviness, squeezing or fullness and
may be described as severe, mild or moderate.

-

Pain may then spread to neck, throat, shoulders,
jaw, arms and/or back.

-

causes

Most heart attacks are triggered by blood clots that
block the body’s coronary arteries or the arteries
responsible for bringing blood and oxygen to the
heart. This clot can sometimes be due to a hard
substance medically called plaque, which is made up
of cholesterol and other cells. Build-up of plaque can
be slow but can be avoided through proper diet and
healthy living.

Heart attack can occur at anytime but is common to
happen during the following instances:

After a sudden increase in physical activity and or
sudden exhaustion (see Exhaustion)

-

When active outdoors in cold or intense weather-
After sudden and severe emotional or physical
stress and illnesses

-

When resting or asleep-
first aid for heart attack



1. Encourage patient to rest

At the onset of symptoms, encourage the patient to
stop any physical activity and lie down to rest.

2. Prescribed medication

If the patient takes any prescribed medication for
angina, assist them in taking it as directed by their
doctor.

3. Call for medical attention

Do not attempt to move patient to medical care – they
may suffer cardiac arrest. Call for an ambulance
instead.

4. Aspirin

If there is no improvement in symptoms after ten
minutes, give the patient 300mg or one tablet of
aspirin with water, unless the patient is allergic to it.
Aspirin thins the blood, and can assist with
circulation.

5. Monitor Lifeline

Do not leave the patient unattended. Follow DRABC
and be prepared to give CPR if the patient loses
consciousness. Continue to monitor the patient’s
lifeline – Follow DRABC.

Good to know: Top ten foods that are best for your
heart include Yoghurt, Raisins, Whole Grains, Beans,
Fish, Nuts, Chocolate, Tomatoes, Apples and Berries.
Including these items into one’s diet is said to
promote the heart’s wellbeing, but still requires



moderation so eat wisely.

 

hypothermia

Hypothermia is the condition where the body
experiences an abnormally low internal temperature
resulting from prolonged exposure to cold. It generally
affects the entire physical system, and in dangerous
cases, results in normal bodily functions shutting
down.

Letting the body’s core temperature drop below the
required for normal metabolism means the shutdown
of many body functions eventually leading to death.

The most important thing to do in cases of
Hypothermia is to raise the temperature up again, so
shock does not occur (See Shock).

signs of hypothermia

Feeling cold-
Uncontrolled shivering-
Slurred speech-
Clumsiness or dizziness-
Irritability or irrational behaviour-
Slow or weak pulse-

first aid for hypothermia (see also frostbite)

Monitor the patient’s lifeline – Follow DRABC.1.
Seek shelter from wet and cold2.
Protect the patient and yourself from rain, wind,3.



snow, and wet ground
Ask patient to lie down and rest4.
Remove wet clothing5.
Provide warmth: place blankets around the
patient or lie next to them to transfer body heat.

6.

Cover the patient’s head to prevent further loss
of body heat

7.

Give the patient warm drinks, but do NOT give
alcohol.

8.

the proper temperature

Normal body temperature is around 37°C (98.6°F), so
Hypothermia occurs when that temperature drops
below 35°C (95°F). When your body becomes cold, it
automatically generates heat by shivering — this
keeps most major organs at normal temperature,
restricting blood flow to skin and releasing hormones
to generate that much needed warmth. These
responses however use up energy and when the
body runs out of it, it gradually begins to stop. The
heartbeat slows and so does breathing until eventual
death happens.

prevention

Simple measures can be made to ensure
Hypothermia is prevented, such as wearing the
appropriate clothing, keeping warm or refraining from
getting wet in cold seasons. And whenever possible,
ensure elders or the ill are also warm during cold
weather especially since they are most vulnerable in
harsh conditions.



 

overdose

An overdose is when you take more of a drug than
your body can tolerate – whether it’s prescribed or
not. It may be done on purpose, in which case it is
(attempted) suicide. It can also be unintentional, and
this is referred to as accidental overdose.

An overdose may range as being mild, moderate or
serious; it is referred to by doctors as “ingestion”
because of the nature involved that is of swallowing
something. Overdose may not be entirely the same
as poisoning, but their effects share common traits.
Regardless, an overdose can result in serious
implications even to the point of dying because of it.

symptoms

Specific drugs can damage certain organs,
depending on the case. But they all share similar
symptoms, varying only slightly.

Temperature changes: cold sweat or dry and hot
feeling

-

Sleepiness, confusion, deep slumber (coma)-
Chest pain: possible heart or lung damage-
Shortness of breath and heaving, wheezing, can
be rapid, slow, deep or shallow

-

Abdominal pain: possible injuries in the intestinal
parts or digestive

-

Vomiting, nausea, diarrhea, blood in bowel-



Vital sign problems: pulse rate, temperature,
blood pressure, respiratory rate—may increase,
decrease or be completely absent

-

first aid for overdose

Stay calm or keep the victim calm. Panic will
worsen the situation.

1.

Call for medical attention while doing DR. ABC2.
Do not make the person vomit or give them
anything to eat or drink as this may agitate the
overdose.

3.

Bring the pill contents, container or what’s left of
the medication to the hospital.

4.

Call the poison information centre if it’s more of
a suspected poisoning than an overdose.

5.

Caution: Poison can stay active so if you suspect or
if you have gotten some onto your skin or clothing,
remove all articles immediately, keeping little children,
pets and yourself from vomit or any excretion by the
poisoned victim. Handle the containers with caution
and gloved hands or protection, careful not to spill
any more of the substance especially if it’s liquid or to
scatter contents if they’re otherwise. Someone else
might get a hand on them so warn others. Wash and
rinse off with cool to lukewarm water, soap can also
be used. If irritation occurs, seek medical help. (See
also Allergic Reaction)

 

poisoning



This is caused when a toxic or harmful substance is
ingested into the body. Poison can come from a
variety of sources such as chemicals – whether in the
form of gas, liquid or solids. Poisonous insects and
animals are also sources.

Poisoning dangers range from short-term illness to
brain damage, coma as well as death. To prevent the
occurrence of this, storage, exactly as the labels
indicate, of hazardous chemicals or potential poison
dangers are important. Keep them away from
children. And have poison treatment and know-how
ready, and do not hesitate to call for help.

common poison sources

Overdoses of prescription, over-the-counter or
illegal drugs

-

Carbon monoxide or other dangerous gases-
Household products like furniture polish, laundry
powder and other cleaning agents

-

Pesticides, herbicides and other toxins-
Indoor or outdoor plants-
Metals like lead or mercury-
Animals, insects (see Animal Bite)-

signs of poisoning

Drowsiness-
Abdominal Pain-
Vomiting/nausea-
Tight chest-
Difficulty breathing-



Burning pain from mouth to stomach-
Blurred vision-
Sudden collapse-

first aid for poisoning

Monitor Patient’s lifeline (DRABC) and
resuscitate as needed. If patient stops
breathing, commence CPR, taking care not to
inhale the casualty’s expired air.

1.

Call for medical attention while trying to
determine nature of poisoning especially if you
do not see the poison source.

2.

Reassure patient and stay with him or her.3.
Call Poison Information Centre, if there is one in
your area (e.g. 13 11 26 in Australia)

4.

what to do while waiting for help

If exposed to fumes or poison gas, get victim to
fresh air immediately.

1.

If the person swallowed the poison, remove any
remaining in the mouth.

2.

Most labels will include instructions for
accidental poisoning, so if you suspect this is
the cause, read and follow. If there are none,
follow the instructions given over the phone by
the medical response team or the poison
information centre. If the poison spilled on the
clothing, skin or the eyes of the victim, remove
the clothing, or flush the skin or eyes with cool to

3.



lukewarm water. Use the shower for 20 minutes
or until help arrives
DR. ABC, never forget4.
Take the poison container, animal or insect (only
if possible and it’s not strongly advised) to the
hospital to help establish the cause and further
treatment.

5.

 

punctures

Puncture wounds are generally characterized by
hole-like wounds produced by piercing – for example,
by a knife or needle.

 

resuscitation of children and adults

Resuscitation is the act by which one revives a
person who has fallen unconscious. CPR is a known
form of resuscitation. CPR is the short term for
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation, which is an
emergency procedure performed by an individual to
preserve the victim’s brain, breathing and other
functions while waiting for medical help. It is often
applied after events such as drowning, asphyxiation
or when the body is deprived of essential oxygen.

Resuscitation may be necessary in the case of
different emergencies especially if no pulse,
heartbeat or breathing is noted in a victim. This is true
in accidents including but not limited to near-
drowning, suffocation, smoke inhalation among



others. Knowing the first aid for these tight situations
can help save lives. An in-depth knowledge in
performing CPR is also proven useful in such
situations.

first aid: resuscitation

Resuscitation involves both breathing and circulation.
Follow the acronym DRABC, also known as the
patients “lifeline”. To recall: DRABC is short for
Danger, Response, Airway, Breathing and
Circulation.

1. Danger: Assess the scene for danger for
yourself, the patient and others around you.

Are there fallen electricity wires that could cause
electrocution?

-

Do you need to extinguish a fire before you can
reach the injured patient?

-

Is it likely that a passing car cannot see you and
may collide with you or the patient?

-

Always take a moment to stop, think, and then
act to protect yourself first. You cannot help
others if you endanger yourself.

-

2. Response: Establish if the patient is responsive
or unresponsive.

Ask “Are you all right”?-
Tap the patient on the shoulder firmly, but do not
shake them.

-

Observe the patient for signs of response.-



If the patient is unresponsive, call for help first,
then move on to the ABC’s: Airway, Breathing,
and Circulation.

-

If they are responsive, ask if you can assist them. Say
“Can I help you”? If no response is given to this
question, assume that they need help and give it.

If the patient is responsive, make them comfortable
and call for help.

3. Airway: Establish if the patient’s airway is clear
of debris such as vomit, blood, or foreign objects
which can prevent the patient from breathing
normally.

Leave the unresponsive patient on their back. If they
are not already on their back, move them carefully
onto their back. Take care not to move their neck or
spine. Ask others for assistance to immobilize their
neck and spine.

Physically check their mouth for foreign objects, and
remove anything that may block their airway.

Open their airway by placing one hand on their
forehead and gently tilting their head back, gently
lifting their chin so their neck is extended.

4. Breathing: Check to see if the patient is
breathing. Look, listen and feel.

Place your cheek close to the patient’s open mouth.
From this position, look for their chest rising and
falling. Listen for the sound of them breathing in or
out. See if you feel a breath on your cheek. Check for



breathing for ten seconds.

If the patient is breathing, place them in the recovery
position, monitor signs of life closely until help arrives.

If the patient is NOT breathing, give two rescue
breaths to prompt breathing.

Rescue Breaths: Pinch the patient’s nose so air
cannot escape and seal their open mouth with yours.

Give two long, slow breaths. Each breath should be
one second long. Watch to see their chest rise as the
breath fills their chest. Check again for response. If
the patient is not responsive, begin CPR
(Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation, see below).

5. Circulation: Administer rescue breaths and
chest compressions to try and re-establish blood
circulation and respiration.

Give 30 rapid chest compressions, then two rescue
breaths until medical help arrives or the patient
recovers.

Chest Compressions: Position the palm of your
hand in the centre of the patient’s chest- equally
distant between their two nipples. Interlock the fingers
of your hands and keep your elbows locked as you
press down rapidly 30 times.

Rescue Breaths: For each 30 compressions, tilt the
patients head back and give two, one second rescue
breaths.

cpr: the 3 steps



CALL:Check for victim unresponsiveness and
call for an ambulance if none is found. The
emergency dispatcher can assist you in
instructions if you don’t know them.

1.

PUMP: If the victim still does not breathe or
move as normal, begin chest compressions by
pushing down in the centre of the chest 2:30, 2
inches 30 times. Pump hard and fast in a rate
that’s faster than once per second or a .001 of a
minute.

2.

BLOW: tilt head back, lift chin, pinch nose and
cover mouth with yours. Blow until you see the
chest rise, 2 breaths, each taking a second.
Check on intervals if breathing.

3.

 

scrapes or abrasions

An Abrasion or Scrape occurs if the outer layer of the
skin is removed, usually by a rough surface. Mild
abrasions do not bleed or scar, but deep abrasions
may form scar tissues.

 

snake bite

A snakebite is an injury caused by the bite of a snake.
Snakebites may result in swelling, redness, severe
pain and sometimes poisoning because of the
snake’s venom. Maintain the patient’s airway,
breathing and circulation – first. Be prepared to give



CPR if patient loses consciousness. Follow DRABC.

 

spider bite

Spider bite is also called Arachnidism, an injury
caused by the bite of a spider. Most spider bites are
not serious and cause a minor injury only. However,
some bites  might be poisonous, or can trigger
allergic reaction. Have the patient lie down calmly.
Tell them not to move, and try to control their
breathing.

 

spinal injury

A spinal injury is any injury relating to the spinal cord,
which causes damage to nerve roots and may result
in a loss of bodily function, feeling or mobility. Spinal
injuries can be trauma-like, often stopping the normal
connection of the nerves to the brain, and can create
permanent harm if not properly treated.

Spinal injuries are usually very serious and can easily
be made worse if dealt with incorrectly. If you suspect
a spinal injury, handle the casualty with extreme care
and do not move them unless they are in immediate
danger. Wait until medical help arrives.

symptoms and signs of spinal injury

Pain at site of impact or just below it-
Loss of feeling in the spine or legs-
Tingling or “pins and needles” in hands or feet-



Loss of or reduced movement below site of
impact or injury

-

Weakness, difficulty walking or even paralysis-
Unconsciousness-

causes

Bullet, stab or any inflicted wound-
Traumatic injuries to parts of the body, for
example, in a car accident, spots accident or fall

-

Electric shock, extreme twisting of middle of the
body

-

Any other high-impact accidents-
first aid for spinal injuries

1. Immobilize patient

Do not move the patient unless he or she is in
immediate danger. If they are conscious, talk to them
and ask where and how it hurts. Ask them to remain
as still as possible and not to move their body.

2. Monitor lifeline

Ensure the patient’s airway is clear and is able to
breathe unassisted. If the patient is unconscious,
carefully put them in the recovery position and follow
DRABC.

For conscious patients, continually monitor their
airway, breathing and circulation until help arrives. Be
prepared to give CPR if the patient loses
consciousness.

3. Provide head and neck support



The first priority is to provide support to the patients
head and neck. If patient is seated, such as in a car,
position yourself behind them and place your hands
firmly but gently on either side of their head to provide
support. Ask for assistance to apply a support collar
or use padding to improvise support for their head
and minimize movement of the patient’s neck.

4. Reassure patient

Calm and reassure the patient whilst you assess any
other injuries and provide any required First Aid.

5. Call for medical assistance

Call for help as soon as the patient is immobilized
and has head and neck support.

Understand: It’s actually possible for a person to
break their neck or back but still not sustain any
spinal injury as long as the “vertebrae” or the bones
around the spinal cord are not damaged.

 

sprains and strains

Sprains and strains are injuries to the soft tissues or
ligaments. These are two common injuries that share
the same symptoms, which actually involve different
parts of the human body. Sprains affect ligaments or
cartilage that connect bones. Sprains occur with
stretches or tears, progressing from an acute pain to
swelling, instability or even bruising. Strains affect the
muscles and tendons primarily, and hurt where your



muscles meet bone. A quick pull or twist in the
muscles often triggers strains.

When assessing the patient, if there is a lot of pain at
the injury site, treat the injury as a fracture and seek
immediate medical attention. But while waiting for
help, you may do these steps:

first aid for strains and sprains

Monitor the patient’s lifeline (DRABC) as needed1.
Follow the RICE First Aid treatment: Rest, Ice,
Compression, Elevation

2.

Seek medical attention if pain is severe (See
Broken Bone)

3.

“rice” treatment

1. R – Rest

Have the patient lie down and rest their injury. Ask
them not to move or put any pressure on the injured
area.

2. I – Ice

Apply a cold compress immediately to the injured
area. Wrap an ice block or packet of frozen
vegetables or a plastic zip-lock bag with ice and water
in a clean cloth or towel and apply to the injured area
for 15 minutes every 2 hours for the first 24 hours.
Then 15 minutes every 4 hours for the next 24 hours.
The ice helps to reduce swelling around the injury.

3. C – Compression

Apply an elastic compression bandage to the injured



area. Apply it firmly, without cutting off circulation to
the injury. Cover as much of the injury site as
possible. This also assists in reducing the swelling.

4. E – Elevation

Elevate the injured area above the level of the
patient’s heart. Have them lie down and prop their
arm or leg above their chest with comfortable support
then seek medical attention as soon as possible.

The difference: Strains are heightened types of
injuries that result from overstretching or over
contraction with symptoms experienced like pain,
weakness, and muscle spasms. Strains are the
results from trauma as experienced from a fall or that
inflicted by an outside source thereby displacing from
its normal position the adjoining joints. Sprains can
vary and can be as mild as a mere ligament stretch to
a complete and total tear. Symptoms include bruising,
swelling, instability, and painful movement.

 

shock

Shock – in the medical world – refers to a condition
where a lack or complete absence of oxygen and
nutrients in the body’s tissues cause cells to fail. This
leads to what is known as cellular death, which can
quickly progress to organ failure and, eventually, the
collapse of the entire body and death. A shock can be
induced by many things. Common factors including
electrical/physical trauma or chemicals (poison).



Shock should be distinguished into two, namely,
psychological and physiological. The former type
happens after a traumatic physical or emotional
experience and affects the victim’s state of mind while
the latter is more to the bodily effect, where there is a
dramatic reduction of blood flow in the system.

symptoms

Fast weak pulse and low blood pressure,
irregular heartbeat and some palpitations

-

Bluish lips, cold, clammy skin, thirst or dry mouth-
Rapid, shallow or heavy breathing, or a difficulty
in breathing in general

-

Dizziness, nauseous, faintness or weakened
feeling

-

Anxiety, confusion, disorientation-
first aid for shock (physiological)

1. Assess the Patient and follow DRABC

Monitor the patient’s lifeline and maintain breathing
and circulation. Assess the patient’s injuries and
prioritize them in order of urgency.

2. Call for medical assistance

3. Position the patient

If the patient is responsive and breathing
independently, have the patient lie down on their back
and position their legs above their heart, propped up
and supported.

Ensure their head and neck is supported with a pillow



or someone’s lap and they are comfortable.

4. Treat any injuries

First priority after the patient is responsive and stable
is to stop any bleeding and treat any wounds or
burns. Immobilize fractures and continually monitor
the patient’s lifeline.

5. Ensure the patient is comfortable

Loosen tight or restrictive clothing and provide
adequate shelter from the sun, rain or wind. Maintain
their body temperature with a blanket or with a towel
soaked in cool water, depending on the conditions.

If the patient is conscious and does not have
abdominal pain or any other obvious trauma, provide
small amounts of water frequently.

6. Monitor the patient

Check and record the patient’s breathing and pulse
rate. Provide this information to medical care when it
arrives.

Important:

ELECTRIC-induced SHOCK: Turn off the source of
the electricity and call for emergency assistance
immediately. Afterwards, administer rescue breathing
especially if the victim has fallen unconscious. Treat
any serious burns (See Burns) or any other injuries
as necessary. Treat the victim for physical shock.

PHYSICAL SHOCK: Maintain victim’s airway open
and if there is obvious bleeding, seek to control (See



Bleeding). Put blankets under and over the victim,
don’t give any drink and keep the victim on their back
except there’s a head or chest injury or stroke where
you’ll need to keep the head and upper body elevated
(See Head Injury), or when the victim has lung
disease or is experiencing heart attack (See Heart
Attack), keep the victim sitting halfway up. If
unconscious or vomiting, keep the victim on their
side.

 

vertigo

Vertigo, not to be mistaken for acrophobia, is a
medical condition that leads to disorientation following
a sense of spinning, dizziness or faintness. Vertigo
occurs when a person feels like they are spinning or
moving when they are actually not. This can be
caused by diseases, injuries or drugs that impact
one’s sense of balance.

Vertigo differs from dizziness in the sense that vertigo
describes more an illusion of movement either
perceived as “subjective” when you feel as if you
yourself are moving or “objective” when it feels as if
the surroundings are the one moving. Vertigo always
has the sensation of motion, and should not be
confused with fainting or lightheadedness although
they are almost similar.

symptoms

Loss of balance, a sensation of movement either-



by you or the surroundings
Nausea, vomiting, symptoms of lightheadedness-
Walking properly, standing, instabilities-
Blurred vision, earache as vertigo might be
commonly associated to signs of a brain or ear
disease as well as head injury

-

causes

Vertigo can be caused by inner ear or brain problems.
They are caused but not limited to the following:

BPPV or Benign Paroxysmal Positional
Vertigo — characterized by sudden head
movements, or the head’s inclination to a certain
direction; rarely serious and can be treated.

1.

Labyrinthitis or vestibular neuritis —
inflammation within the inner ear which may also
result to hearing loss; caused sometimes by
viral, bacterial or inner ear infection.

2.

Meniere’s disease — usually comes in a triad
of symptoms, vertigo, ringing in the ears or
tinnitus and then hearing loss.

3.

Acoustic neuroma — type of tumor in the
nerve or nervous tissues which induces a type
of one-sided ringing and hearing loss.

4.

Decreased blood flow — a sudden lack or cut
in the flow of blood especially to the base of the
brain, bleeding, which causes a sudden
headache and the victim’s eyes would gaze

5.



away from the side with the problem.
Head trauma — or an existing head injury (See
Head Injury) that may need to be treated.

6.

Migraine — a severe form of headache.7.
Diabetes, Arteriosclerosis and other
diseases — complications from such can and
may also decrease the blood flow to the brain,
causing vertigo.

8.

self-help and first aid

Sometimes, with the brain gradually learning to cope
or as the problems of the inner ear ceases, Vertigo is
likely to fade on its own, but in the case that it
doesn’t, or if it worsens, it is best to seek medical
advice and help.

During a vertigo attack, lying still in a darkened
room with some peace and quiet can help ease
symptoms especially if you are already
beginning to feel nauseous.

1.

Avoid stressful situations like anxiety which is
known to worsen Vertigo attacks.

2.

Avoid bending down, or extending neck. If you
want to sleep, sleep with your head slightly
raised on two or even more pillows.

3.

When you wake up in the mornings, do so
slowly and sit up first and relax before standing
up completely.

4.

This will also be a good preventive, especially if
you have to do activities, move your head

5.



carefully and slowly.
Additional treatments might have to be done as
well as tests, so, if your Vertigo symptoms get
worse overtime, consult a doctor. That way, you
can be certain that no other complications might
arise. Ask a physician as well as to what
medications you can and cannot take. It always
pays to be certain.

6.

 

“DR.ABC” is your alphabet of immediate action

Standing for Danger, Response, Airway, Breathing
and Circulation, this should be your immediate
response to any emergencies.

Danger!

At the first sign of danger, evaluate the situation and
make certain of the safety of those around you –
particularly casualties. Make certain that you are also
safe, because it would be of no good if you, perhaps
the only person who knows first aid, became a
casualty yourself.

Response.

Check the victim’s response. Shake or shout as
applicable to check if he/she is okay or still able to
react. Be careful – there are some injuries that
require the casualty to stay still to avoid further harm.
It pays to practice some caution, too.

Airway.



Clear the victim’s airway. You may turn him or her on
one side to do so. Just be wary – especially if you
suspect there’s spine injury or profuse bleeding.
Avoid further injury wherever possible.

Breathing.

Check for breathing. Open the victim’s mouth, tilt their
head back, and extend their jaw. If there’s no breath,
proceed to resuscitate. Remember 5:10 – 5 breaths:
10 seconds.

Circulation.

Check if there’s any pulse via the neck or wrist so you
know if you need to perform a cardiac massage.
Remember 15:10 and 2:5—15 compressions each 10
seconds; then 2 breaths in 5 seconds.

 

the final note

“Never give up” applies — if you know you can still do
something then do it. There are many people caught
in emergency situations that were able to escape
death because a good samaritan persevered while
waiting for help. If there’s still a chance for the victim,
give them that chance.

“Call a professional” — persevere, yes, but keep in
mind that there are some things that you simply can’t
do without a medical professional. Now, if you’ve
already given all you can, and were able to give the
casualty a fighting chance through first aid, let the
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medical professionals do the rest.
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